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Introduction
This report gives a summary about the sustainable community development project
realized by the Profilantrop Association within the framework of the ERSTE Foundation
Roma Partnership (EFROPA) between April 2017 and May 2018 in south-western
Hungary. The goal is to strengthen the financial situation of the local citizens with
sustainable, environment-friendly practices. Based on the community based systemic
approach used by our organization there were intertwined activities, strengthening each
others effect from infrastructural development, through capacity building until launching a
social enterprise.

I.

Approach and methodology
The most serious difficulty for the poor rural communities is the winter heating

period. It causes enormous financial, environmental, health risks. The people are trapped
in a vicious circle: they can not invest in renovating their homes to make it more heatefficient, thus their costs of heating during the winter is high, which leads to a lack of
savings potentially used for renovation.
We use a systems thinking approach to initiate long-term changes, targeting the
deeper layers of the issues. Both the development of the infrastructure and the
consolidation of the financial situation of the families is our priority.
The usual attempts targeting the issues of the poor rural communities are mainly
top-down approaches, coming from outside the community, thus they are missing the
knowledge and contribution of the local community. The core of our methodology is the
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co-creation with the local residents. Not only because they are familiar with the local
reality -- problems, resources, circumstances and possibilities -- but because this is leads to
real empowerment. We facilitate the process, inspire them with new ideas, initiatives, best
practices and we work together on learning about them in depth and adapting the most
promising ones to the community. The main focal point is a core group of active and
creative local people who are the key of the success at local level, meanwhile they are the
pioneers, the future role models of the other members of the community.
Goals, long term impact
Our overarching goal is to strengthen the community we are working with in Ág,
helping them to become more empowered, resilient and autonomous. To achieve this, they
have to strengthen their financial situation and learn new skills and strategies. This can
lead to a lasting change in their attitude, moving away from the approach "somebody
should resolve this issue for me" towards "what can I do to improve the situation".
The development of the targeted rural community proceeds on a trajectory of
growth, powered by a self-enforcing system. The savings and increased income allows
investments in the homes and their energy-efficiency which generates further savings in
energy and costs.

Main activities completed in the project period
Community bank
Instead of the originally planned single group, we have launched and facilitated two
community bank groups. They were able to
save money for their planned reconstructions
or unexpected expenses. During the project
period altogether more than 800 euros were
collected in the 2 community banks. Some
members were able to borrow money from
the bank for the reconstruction materials,
without this option they could not live with
the opportunity.
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Renovation of roofs
We have renovated 8 roofs together with the members
of

community.

We

involved

co-funding

from

the

Wienerberger company in the form of construction
materials, more exactly roof tiles. The further materials
needed for the construction were partly financed by the
EFRoPa project and partly by the local people in coherence
with our principles of not providing ready-made solutions
from outside the community. The members of the
community bank could use their savings to buy wood and
other materials needed for the construction. Without the
community bank and the support of ERSTE Bank, they
couldn't live with this opportunity.

Study visits, learning activities
Widening the knowledge horizon of the local people is a cornerstone of our project,
this

is

the

base

of

co-creation

and

empowerment. Altogether 7 learning activities
were organised, some locally, some in other
places as study visits. The topics covered the
alternative green construction and renovation
techniques,

work

safety,

cultivating

and

processing industrial hemp, breeding emu
birds, social economy and cooperatives.
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Participatory action research related to heating efficiency
During the winter heating period we did a participatory
action research about the heating habits and efficiency of the
community members. The families measured the amount of fuel
they've used in a certain period of time, while the inner
temperature

was

automatically

thermometer. The houses

measured

by

of the participants

a

digital

were also

photographed and measured using a heat camera, to discover and
identify the most problematic areas where the heat escapes and
insulation would be needed. The method of measurement and the
realization of the process was designed together with the local
people.

Securing further funds for our initiative
We wrote an application together for the OSI “Stronger Civil Communities” fund
with the active members of the community in order to secure further grants for launching
the social economy activities. This participatory process was a success first of all as a
community planning activity but we also were successful in winning the grant. (As the
applicant had to be a local organization from the county, we set up a partnership with the
Köztérháló Association, this organization is the official beneficiary of the grant, but it is the
same initiative.)
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II.

Major changes in the project

Planned, but not completed activities
We planned, but we could not complete the
renovation of the chimneys and building legal,
authorized mass heaters and heat columns due to to the
legal circumstances. We reached until the head of the
authority controlling this region of the county and
discussed with him several times about finding possible
solutions. Unfortunately the policies and legislation
according the chimneys and stoves are so rigid,
unrealistically strict, that it is excessively costly to do it
in a legal way.
Only the part of the chimney outside the roof can
be reconstructed without official permissions. If somebody wants to renovate the section
which is in the attic (in most cases there are problems here, many gaps between the
bricks), it is considered officially as a new chimney which should fulfill all the regulations:
special acid-proof materials, multi-layered structure,
chimney sweeping pavement, etc. The costs of such a
chimney is the multiple of the price of the whole
property.
The restoration of the original state of the
chimney, in which it worked perfectly (in many cases
for decades) before its degradation has started, is no
longer an option. This situation is absurd, the chimney
sweeping know it, but they can not act against the
legislation. It is obvious, that the chimneys are in bad
condition throughout Hungary in poor rural areas but
repairing them, making them much better is forbidden:
only replacing them is allowed which is not an option
for the poor people.
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In this situation it became impossible for us to proceed with renovating the
chimneys and build heat columns (which are part of the chimney-system of a house) thus
we finally decided to cancel this and rearrange our resources to other activities.

Results achieved earlier than expected
According to our original ideas, in the first stage of our community intervention -the actual project period -- we implement developments strongly related to the everyday
life of the local people which increases their economic strength, self confidence and sense
of initiative. Later, in the following years after these first successes would have come the
second stage, forming a social enterprise and start economic activities designed together.
Our highest hope for this year was to discuss seriously with the active community
members about starting a social enterprise and outlining a business plan. The community
significantly overfulfilled our hopes: they became active in designing and starting the
business activities and the process of establishing a social cooperative. As a result of the
enthusiasm and commitment of the community members, at 2nd of May 2018 the KenderEmu Közösségi Szociális Szövetkezet (Hemp-Emu Social cooperative) was established,
now we are waiting for the court to fulfill the official
registration.
Among the business opportunities overviewed with the
community members, we have identified together two
promising opportunities, cultivating and processing industrial
hemp and breeding emu birds. By the end of the project
period the land has been plowed and the industrial hemp has
been planted on nearly 3 hectares. The buildings where the
production will happen are being prepared and some parts of
the needed machinery is bought.
Also, in Ág we bought a land where the needed infrastructure (fences, hutches,
feeders) is created for the emu birds. 3 pairs of birds are bought and transported to the
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new emu farm. After a short habituation period now they feel at home, they eat well and
they already became a local attraction.

The knowledge support is secured in partnership with professional partners for both
activities. We have set up the relationship with them first during study visits and since then
they support us with advices.
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Besides the business activities of the social cooperative serving the benefit of its
members, it is intended to have a role in the local development in the future as a local
agent in partnership with Profilantrop Association. We consider this structure beneficial
for most of the community interventions: the first group of active citizens later becomes
partners in the local development, transcending the usual duality of developers and
members of the target group. They can contribute in organizing local events, recruiting
community members, helping in creation of needs assessments, conducting participatory
researches. We are developing a model project from our initiative and this motive is an
important component of it.

III.

Cooperations, networking
We put great emphasis on building partnerships and cooperation. We have

consulted experts of various fields and we cooperated with organizations. The most
important are the following ones:
● Earth Country House Social Cooperative They are pioneering in using
industrial hemp for reducing poverty. They have personal experience in production,
processing and selling industrial hemp products. After developing the methodology
and designing trainings, they were looking for partners and we are the first they
have chosen. We organized
a study visit to Ecséd where
they work and we made a
film about the visit. It is
only in Hungarian for now,
but we are working on the
English

subtitles.

The video is uploaded on
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vK2Td-JD1-Y
They also came to Ág for teaching activities and they visited the field and buildings
we have rented for hemp production.
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● Mrs. Györgyné Kujáni A recognized emu expert who breeds the birds for
decades. She started from small, thus she can teach us how to develop the
community emu farm in Ág in an organic way. We organized a study visit to her
emu farm in Nagybajom to learn about the emu breeding and she helped us to find a
seller from whom we were able to buy the birds at a reasonable price.
● Köztérháló Association They have been doing community project in the region
for years. Previously they already worked on Ág as well but they had to cancel their
community intervention after their funds were terminated. They were happy to
cooperate in the application written for the Stronger Civil Communities grant.
● National Directorate General for Disaster Management, Ministry of the
Interior (NDGDM) This authority is responsible among other tasks for cleaning
the chimneys in Hungary. We were able to reach the head of this department in
Southern Transdanubian region and we had several consultation meetings about
finding possibilities for reconstructing the chimneys in Ág using bricks. He agreed
that our approach and plans are beneficial for the chimneys and heating safety and
tried to find ways to make it possible, but the legislation is too strict and even he
could not advice us legal solutions in the end.
● Employment center and regional institutions We explored training and
employment support opportunities like salary subsidization for social cooperatives.
It is important to provide real jobs for the members of the cooperative. Even before
we can generate income, it is important to be able to pay salaries for some members
as the activities became really intensive, so they are not able to do them besides
working somewhere else.
● ERSTE NGO Academy Roland Oláh, member of our team has participated on the
training of the ERSTE NGO Academy, called “Társadalmi vállalkozások üzleti
tervezése” (Business planning for social enterprises.) The knowledge he gathered
has proven to be useful in designing the business activities and the social enterprise
itself.
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● Hungarian Anti-Poverty Network (HAPN): As active members of the
sustainability working group of the Network, we consulted with experts of the field
about our project. The study visit to Ecséd was also co-financed by the HAPN.

IV.

Future directions
In the actual project period we were able to put our local initiative on a promising

trajectory. We have started projects, which need to turn into profitable business activities
in the next project period. Meanwhile for the wider community we also plan to provide
opportunities. We plan the following specific activities in the next year:
•

The social cooperative turns the business activities into profitable business
◦ Cultivating, processing and selling industrial hemp products as construction
materials (insulation), food products, home accessories or souvenirs
◦ Breeding of emu birds, selling the eggs, poults, meat

•

Strengthening and supporting the local social cooperative as a locally highly
embedded organization to become an active actor in the local development as our
local partner community building, infrastructural developments, holding trainings
for members of other communities

•

Strengthening and supporting the local social cooperative as a locally highly
embedded organization to become an active actor in the local development as our
local partner community building, infrastructural developments, holding trainings
for members of other communities

•

Organizational development of the social cooperative and community development
in the wider community

•

Finding together further solutions for renovating houses together, making them
more heat-efficient. This serves multiple goals:
◦ Reducing the burden on the environment by reducing the fuel used and the
emissions
◦ Saving money for the community members
◦ Engaging more people in the community building
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◦ Changing attitudes about self-help in the community
•

Finding secure funds for our work

•

Strengthening the relations between the Filantrópia Charity Shop and the
community and widening their network. Supporting them to be able to
communicate about their successes and methodology for the wider public.

V.
•

Dissemination
Presentation about the project on the annual meeting and conference of
Community

Builders

Association

(Közösségfejlesztők

Egyesülete).

This

organization is the most significant Hungarian platform for community workers.
The presentation was a success, the project was sympathetic for the experts from
throughout the country.
•

The Parola, a professional journal for community builders published an article
about the project based on the conference presentation.

•

The Abcúg online magazin is writing about our project. The local visit and
interviews are already made, the article is not yet published.

•

We have regular posts on the Facebook Page of Profilantrop Association.

•

Almost 300 people watched the video about our visit and the principles of using the
hemp in combating poverty on Youtube.
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Conclusion
The “Saving energy, saving communities” project of the Profilantrop Association
produced a number of results, some of them in coherence with the previous plans, some of
them more unexpected. The goals originally set by us were partly achieved, partly
overfulfilled and partly changed due to legal circumstances.
The local community of Ág made a significant step forward towards a more
sustainable life with renovated roofs, community banks, learning activities and a new
social enterprise which was designed started with the members of the community.
The flexibility of the ERSTE Foundation Roma Partnership gave the support for our
team to adapt dynamically to the emerging changes, re-design our activities, outputs if
needed as a result of looking for the best solutions in reaching our main goals. This donor
attitude should be an example to follow for all donors intending to support organizations
combating poverty and social exclusion. Sticking strictly to previous concepts is holding
back the creativity and the dynamic adaptation to changes in situations generated by
poverty that these organizations are trying to handle.
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